In this paper, we present a simple numerical method of parameters calculation for well known traffic models M/G/∞ Input and On-Off Sources, which allows to simulate both self-similar properties and marginal distribution of real network traffic. Some modifications of these models are considered. These modifications allow to simulate network traffic with several important statistical characterizes, such as marginal distribution, autocorrelation function and Hurst parameter like in real network traffic.
INTRODUCTION
We present simple algorithms of parameters calculation for two structural models, which allows to simulate both selfsimilar properties and marginal distribution of real network traffic. By structural models we assume models which is not only mathematical constructs to yield necessary characteristics, but construction which reflects nature of network traffic. Parameters of such models usually have clear practical sense, suitable for purposes of simulation, prediction, performance evaluation and so on.
Modern network traffic has two important features: first is that the traffic is result of simultaneous information exchange between large number of sources and destinations, and second is that this information exchange can have very different parameters for different pairs source-destination.
We consider two of well known modern traffic models, which directly reflects these features: M/G/∞ Input and OnOff Sources. In both of them network traffic is the sum of information flows from many sources, and total traffic characteristics depend upon of features of individual sources parameters. For example, such interesting feature of modern network traffic as self-similarity is the consequence of a fact, that duration of information exchange between one source and its destination can be considered as random value with heavy tailed distribution.
Goal of this report is to present simple numerical algorithms for calculation of individual source characteristics, which provides given marginal distribution and self-similarity of total traffic. Examples of marginal distribution and Hurst parameter of real traffic we get from some traces of Internet Traffic Archive [1] .
Self-similarity of modern network traffic attracts a lot of researches attention during last two decades (see, for example, comprehensive review and collection of important results [2] ). There are many successful and well known approaches to self-similar traffic modeling, like multi-scale models and fractal noise models (see, for example, resent works [3] [4] ). But among them M/G/∞ Input and On-Off Sources models remain important and attractive for practice.
One of the first articles about models considered in this report is [5] . It is impossible to mention all the important works in this field, so just for examples of article about self-similar traffic modeling by M/G/∞ Input and ON-OFF sources models let us mention a few: [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL PREPARATION
For our experiments we took four well known traces: BCpAug89.TL, BC-pOct89.TL, LBL-PKT-5.TCP, dec-pkt-2.tcp. First two of them are Ethernet traces from Bell Laboratories [11] , others -TCP traces from Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Digital Equipment Corporation [12] .
All these traces are a sets of records about information packets transfers through some point of appropriate networks. We consider discrete time models, therefore we need to transform these traces into realizations of discrete time random processes. We take time slot duration of 10 ms, and a value of the process at some discrete time moment is a sum of sizes of all packets arrived during appropriate time slot. For practical purposes and for simplification of calculations we also scale these processes by division its values on some constant and round up the results. In practice of modern networks we don't need a one byte accuracy, so for this work our scale coefficient was 64. So, random processes under consideration are discrete time integer valued processes.
Marginal distributions of these processes are estimated by histogram method, and Hurst parameters are estimated by aggregate variance method. So, below we will assume, that Hurst parameter H and marginal distribution Pr{Y t =k} for k=0,1,… of traffic process Y t are given.
M/G/∞ INPUT MODEL
In this model, a random value of new sources arrives into system each time slot. Numbers of new sources in all time slots are i.i.d. random values with generic random value ξ, which has Poisson distribution with parameter λ.
In opposite to the simplest case, when all sources have the same information rate, we consider the case, when the rate of different sources can be different. It gives opportunity to get necessary marginal distribution of total traffic. So, rates of each new source at the moment of its arrival are realizations of i.i.d. random values with generic integer random value ζ, with some distribution, which we are going to find below. Each source keeps this information rate during all its lifetime in the system. After end of its lifetime the source leaves the system forever.
Lifetimes of all sources are realization of i.i.d. random values with generic integer random value τ, which has heavy tailed distribution
As shown by many authors (see, for example, [2] and [8] ), such lifetime distribution provides self-similarity (second order asymptotical self-similarity) of total traffic (which is the sum of the flows from all active sources) with Hurst parameter H=2-α/2. So from given H we get α as
Some previous analytical results
As shown in [13] , it is easy to get equation for probability generation functions (p.g.f.) of traffic distribution Φ Y (z) and source rate distribution Φ ζ (z). If
then taking under consideration that for stationary traffic process in each time slot the number of active sources N t is Poisson random value with parameter Λ=λ*Eτ, it is easy to get
If no fictive sources condition is assumed, which means that 
Unfortunately, marginal distribution of real network traffic is not even close to Pascal or any other analytically defined distribution, so below algorithm from [13] for numerical solution is presented.
Numerical calculation of source rate distribution
Then no fictive sources condition gives
By definition and according to no fictive sources condition, random value ζ can take only integer values starting from 1. Taking this fact into consideration, we can write down that in m-times discrete convolution of sequence Pr{ζ=1}, Pr{ζ=2}, …, Pr{ζ=k-m}, which is initial part of source rate distribution found on previous iterations (7).
Equations (5)- (7) are iterative procedure to find source rate distribution numerically. Last parameter, which is necessary to find for the model is
where Eτ is calculated also numerically from (1) and (2).
Figure 2. Traffic Distribution for DEC-PKT-2.TCP trace
There are two problems in practical calculation according (7): possible negative results of some iterations and when to stop these iterations. As solution for first problem, we used obvious approach: if some iteration according (7) gives negative value, appropriate probability (which is used for next iterations) is made equal to 0. Iterations are stopped, when sum of probabilities becomes close to 1 less then on 10 -6 , and last probability is made equal to difference between 1 and sum of previous probabilities. 
Numerical results for M/G/∞ Input model
instead of (1), x and y are fitting parameters. Using 
ON-OFF SOURCES MODEL
In opposite to previous model, here we assume, that there are M sources of traffic in the system and each of them has two possible states: ON and OFF. In OFF state the source Durations of all ON periods of all sources are realizations of i.i.d. random values with generic integer random value τ, which has heavy tailed distribution (1) . Again, α is calculated according to (2) . As before, it provides second order asymptotical self-similarity of total traffic with given Hurst parameter. Durations of OFF periods of all sources are i.i.d with generic integer random value υ, which has geometric type distribution
where p is necessary to find.
ON-OFF version of source rate distribution calculation
From theory of alternating renewal processes stationary probabilities of each state for single source are given by 
Eτ can be calculated numerically as before. Let us denote here p i as probability to have i sources in ON state in some time slot. Independence of all sources gives, obviously, that
No fictive sources condition gives, again, expression (5), and from (12) here we have
Using (11) and (13), we get value of p for distribution (9) :
To get procedure for source rate distribution, we can follow exactly the same way as for M/G/∞ Input model, with only one difference: number of sources now can not be more, then M. So, it is easy to see, that now expression (7) is valid only for k≤M (where p i are calculated by (12) ). For k>M it must be 
Numerical results for ON-OFF sources model
Using H and Pr{Y t =k} from Ethernet traffic traces in equations (1), (2), (5), (9), (14), (15) Another problem is not very good accuracy in simulation of average and variance of real traffic. It is because algorithms presented here "pay most attention" to initial part of marginal distribution, but not to tail. But tail of distribution can affect much on first moments, especially on variance. So, some possible direction of future work is algorithms modification for more accurate simulation of marginal distribution tail. Another way to improve accuracy is more accurate estimation of Eτ. One possible such improvement was presented above. More accurate estimation of Eτ of real traffic, for example, by estimation of initial part of autocorrelation function (see [2] ), can improve accuracy of simulation marginal distribution and autocorrelation function simultaneously.
In conclusion we would like to note that models considered here is very useful for practice. For example, prediction by simulation of some growing organization network behavior can be made easily, if we take current organization traffic, find such parameters as λ (for M/G/∞ Input model) or p (for On-Off sources model), and increase it. In case of more complex analysis, it can be possible to identify the nature of individual source rate distribution in terms of mostly used network applications and make some prediction of this evolution.
